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the sYsteM 

Go confi gure 
Design your bathroom exactly as you want it with Archimodule. 
this new generation of stylish modular fi ttings enables you to confi gure your own unique solution, 
tailor-made to suit your needs and your space. Innovative technology guarantees a fl awless look every 
time, even on unusual tile sizes and unevenly plastered walls. 

Modular fl exibility 
Archimodule’s pioneering modular concept offers complete design freedom. select the components you 
require and position them where you like: there are countless possible combinations, so you can build a 
shower or bath system that matches your requirements exactly, from functionality to aesthetics.

Environment-friendly, 
safe thermostat 
technology 
Ideal standard’s renowned 
thermostat technology 
does its bit for the 
environment by reducing 
water and energy 
consumption. It not only 
prevents scalding but 
also offers a high level of 
comfort, since the water 
temperature stays constant. 

Flush-to-the-wall fi tting 
no unsightly gap – the telescopic 
function built in to the system’s 
universal modules, with the 
option of additional spacers, 
ensures that components sit 
fl at against the wall and project 
a uniform distance, so they 
look perfect from every angle.

Perfect horizontal alignment
this ingenious system allows visible components to be lined up accurately for a neat, professional fi nish. 

Precise positioning on any tile pattern 
the harmoniously designed modules adapt effortlessly to 
any bathroom tiling, thanks to a mounting rail concealed 
behind the rendering which allows the modules to be 
adjusted individually.

Assemble your ideal system using our online confi gurator at 
www.idealstandard.co.uk/archimodule

Go confi gure 
Design your bathroom exactly as you want it with Archimodule. 
this new generation of stylish modular fi ttings enables you to confi gure your own unique solution, 
tailor-made to suit your needs and your space. Innovative technology guarantees a fl awless look every 
time, even on unusual tile sizes and unevenly plastered walls. 
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shoWer And bAth

ELEGANT 

showering is pure pleasure with this stylish combination of a wall-mounted rain 
shower and a hand spray with wall bracket. the built-in thermostat allows precise 
temperature control, and because the showers each have their own fl ow control 
they can be used either separately or simultaneously.

For details of the modules shown, see pages 22–23.

this suggested arrangement reduces the design 
to elegant simplicity by allowing the bath to be 
fi lled via the overfl ow fi tting rather than through 
a conventional wall spout. the bath fi lling and 
shower hand spray are separately controlled, 
enabling them to be used individually or at the 
same time, and the temperature is regulated by 
a top-quality, precision-engineered thermostat.
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COMPACT 

In this confi guration a wall-mounted rainshower is paired with a shower rail with 
height-adjustable, pivoting hand spray for all-round comfort. thermostatically 
regulated for safety and comfort, they can be operated separately or simultaneously 
using their respective fl ow controls. 

For details of the modules shown, see pages 24–25.

this smart, compact bath solution 
features a bath spout with an 
integrated diverter that switches the 
fl ow to the hand spray as required. 
Our thermostat keeps the water 
safely at the desired temperature. 
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LUXURIOUS 

this sophisticated example, with both rainshower and hand spray attached to 
the water-bearing shower rail, provides a touch of luxury. separate fl ow controls 
mean the two thermostatically regulated showers can be enjoyed independently 
or simultaneously.

For details of the modules shown, see pages 26–27. 

For luxurious bathing, try pairing 
a bath spout with a separate hand 
spray. Because there are separate 
fl ow controls for the water fl ow from 
the shower head and bath spout, the 
two options can be used individually 
or combined. A thermostat ensures 
accurate temperature control. 
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indiViduAl

INDIVIDUAL

this shower concept exemplifi es the scope and individuality of the Archimodule 
system. Rainshower and hand spray are combined on a single, water-bearing rail, 
and the water fl ow is diverted from one to the other as required. this confi gu-
ration also permits the vertical arrangement of the temperature and volume 
controls. the system’s thermostat takes care of optimum temperature control. 

For details of the modules shown, see pages 28–29.

As you like it: this individual bath 
concept consists of a bath spout 
with an integrated diverter to 
switch fl ow to the hand spray as 
required. With the temperature 
precisely regulated by a thermostat, 
the result is a uniquely relaxing 
bathing experience.

tailored 
solutions 
With Archimodule, the bathroom 
becomes a harmonious space in 
tune with your individual style. 
the collection’s inspired modular 
design approach leaves you spoilt 
for choice, so enjoy the freedom 
to create a truly personalised 
oasis of comfort, relaxation and 
wellness within your home. 

  total fl exibility 

  timelessly elegant design 

  Flawless alignment 

Decisions, decisions 
What will it be: rainshower, hand 
spray or both? Wall or ceiling 
connection? Perhaps you’ll opt for 
a water-bearing shower rail. Where 
space is limited, you could consider 
combining a shower with your 
bath – which in turn can be fi lled 
either through a wall spout or via 
the overfl ow. If you’re looking for 
choice, choose Archimodule.

Assemble your ideal system using our 
online confi gurator at 
www.idealstandard.co.uk/archimodule
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ELEGANT 

this Archimodule confi guration for the washbasin, with thermostat and fl ow 
controls, provides high-level bathroom comfort and safety. Inbuilt protection 
against scalding is a key benefi t of the precise temperature regulation.

For details of the modules shown, see page 30. 

WAshbAsin 
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clAssic 

CLASSIC 

the time-honoured concept of separate hot and cold water controls has been 
redesigned to satisfy the most discerning modern customer. You can position the 
modules to suit your taste and the proportions of your washbasin.

For details of the modules shown, see page 31.
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Clean-cut, 
cohesive 
design
Archimodule’s wall-mounted 
fi ttings work beautifully with 
washbasins too, so you can enjoy 
their stylish forms and superior 
functionality even when you’re 
washing your hands. 

  timelessly elegant styling  

  Flexible arrangement 

  Impeccable alignment

Perfect coordination 

Whether you go for the classic 
system with separate hot and 
cold controls or invest in the 
convenient, ultra-safe thermo-
stat option, your Archimodule 
washbasin solution will round 
off the design concept of your 
bathroom immaculately.

Assemble your ideal system using 
our online confi gurator at 
www.idealstandard.co.uk/archimodule
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Problem: Installation too deep 
despite telescopic function

Solution: Extensions for 
surface-mounted 
elements 

Problem: Installation too close 
to surface despite telescopic 
function

Solution: 
spacer plate  

Problem: hot and cold water 
connections reversed 

Solution: swap two existing 
components (possible even 
after installation)

Problem: Cut-outs in tiles or 
wall too large 

Solution: Larger escutcheons 
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instAllAtion

Installation options Installation depth

sorted

Guaranteed waterproof  

Every Archimodule assembly has triple 
protection against water penetration:

   Escutcheon seals 

   A sealing sheet between the tiles and 
built-in units 

   Rubber seals where pipes connect  
to the body of a concealed unit, to 
prevent water seeping into the wall 

1.  In the wall 2. On the wall 3.  On s upports 
proud of the wall 

4.  On the wall  
with a bracket 

5.  In a prefabricated 
bathroom or pod 

Built-in thermostat unit 

=  + +
Built-in universal unit[s] 

the ingenious mounting rail makes it possible to arrange your chosen 
modules quickly and accurately. It allows convenient pre-assembly of 
the components, which can then be fi tted in the wall as one unit. 

Even if things don’t go quite right fi rst time, there’s an 
easy answer. 

A simple equation  

this unit, which houses the fl ow and temperature 
controls, is the foundation block of nearly every 
Archimodule confi guration.  

Most Archimodule solutions comprise a thermostat unit plus one universal 
unit for each function required. these are the only two fl ush-mounted units 
needed to create all the possible design permutations. 

the simplifi ed system makes ordering easy 
and leaves the design so fl exible it can even 
accommodate last-minute changes.

Fast connection  

Brass push-fi t connectors make joining the 
fl ush-mounted modules quick and easy. All the 
connectors you need are supplied with the 
units, along with a special tool to loosen them. 

Depending on the position of the installation, 
additional accessories may be required. 

Innovative 
FAST-FIX features

   Protruding connectors to allow 
for easy push-fi t assembly. 

   spirit-level support surfaces to 
aid alignment

At just 78 to 95mm 
deep, Archimodule’s 
fl ush-mounted units 
offer one of the 
shallowest installation 
depths available. 
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11,5

despite telescopic function

 Extensions for 

spacer plate  

Uniform projection 

the telescopic feature permits different installation depths 
of up to 17mm to be easily levelled.   

Flow rates 

Assemble your ideal system using our online confi gurator at 
www.idealstandard.co.uk/archimodule

shOWER – Elegant, Luxurious, Compact, Individual 
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BAth – Elegant, Luxurious, Compact, Individual 
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  Outlet – Luxurious, Compact, Individual 
  Outlet – Elegant 
 hand spray

Your ideal 
solution

Mounting rail

It’s all in the detail 
Easy, precise, time-saving installation – with fl exibility built in.  
that’s what you can expect from Archimodule, thanks to the system’s state-of-the-art 
technology and top-quality engineering. Create your dream design with ease.
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WhAt You need 

Assemble your ideal system using our online configurator at 
www.idealstandard.co.uk/archimodule

Shower   
Elegant 

Shower   
Compact 

Shower  
Luxurious

Shower   
Individual 

BAth   
Elegant 

BAth  
Compact

BAth   
Luxurious

BAth  
Individual          

WAshBAsIn   
Elegant 

WAshBAsIn   
Classic 

A1500nU built-in ThermoSTaT unit 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

A1501nU built-in univerSal unit 4 3 3 1 3 2 4 2 1 3

A1503nU mounting rail 600mm 1 1 1 1

A1504AA 1 hole escutcheon 83 × 83mm 1 2 1 2 1 3

A1505AA 2 hole escutcheon 83 × 166mm 1 1 1 1 2  1

A1506AA 3 hole escutcheon 83 × 249mm 1 1 1 2

A1507AA 4 hole escutcheon 83 × 332mm 1 1

A1508AA flow control, hand spray 1 1 1 1 1

A1509AA flow control, rainshower 1 1 1 1

A1511AA flow control, bath or basin 1 1 1 1 1

A1522AA flow control, cold water (blue) 1

A1523AA flow control, hot water (red) 1

A1512AA temperature control 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

A1513AA wall spout 1 1 1

A1514AA wall spout with integrated diverter  
(bath shower) 1 1

a3306aa Idealflex shower hose 1.25m 1 1 1 1 1

A4109AA Idealflex shower hose 1.75m 1 1 1

A1519AA stick hand spray 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

A1520AA wall bracket for hand spray 1 1 1 1 1

A1521AA wall elbow, flush-mounted 1 1 1 1

B9442AA Idealrain 200mm rainshower

B9443AA Idealrain 300mm rainshower 1 1 1 1

A1524AA wall connection 370mm 1 1

A1529AA shower rail 900mm with integrated  
wall elbow 1

A1530AA shower system (without rainshower) 1

A1531AA shower system with integrated diverter 
(without rainshower) 1

B9844AA Idealrain 300 × 300mm rainshower

B9845AA Idealrain 400 × 400mm rainshower

B9446AA ceiling connector 

Components 
required
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System fl exibility   
the installations shown are intended as examples only. the modules 
can be assembled in any number of confi gurations to suit individual 
tastes and conditions.

instAllAtion

ShowerS 
Elegant 

BAths 
Elegant 

module liST 

1× A1500nU 
built-in therMostAt unit

4 × A1501nU 
built-in uniVersAl unit

1 × A1503nU 
mounting rail 600mm 

1 × A1504AA 
1 hole escutcheon 83 × 83mm 

1 × A1505AA 
2 hole escutcheon 83 × 166mm 

1 × A1506AA 
3 hole escutcheon 83 × 249mm 

1 × A1508AA 
fl ow control, hand spray 

1 × A1509AA 
fl ow control, rainshower 

1 × A1512AA 
temperature control 

1 × A3306AA 
Idealfl ex shower hose 1.25m 

1 × A1519AA 
stick hand spray 

1 × A1520AA 
wall bracket for hand spray

1 × A1521AA 
wall elbow, fl ush-mounted 

1 × B9443AA 
Idealrain rainshower 300mm 

1 × A1524AA 
wall connection 370mm

total price £1887.76

module liST 

1 ×  A1500nU 
built-in therMostAt unit 

3 × A1501nU 
built-in uniVersAl unit 

1 × A1505AA 
2 hole escutcheon 83 × 166mm 

1 × A1506AA 
3 hole escutcheon 83 × 249mm 

1 × A1508AA 
fl ow control, hand spray 

1 ×  A1511AA 
fl ow control, bath or basin

1 × A1512AA 
temperature control  

1 × A3306AA 
Idealfl ex shower hose 1.25m 

1 ×  A1519AA 
stick hand spray 

1 × A1520AA 
wall bracket for hand spray  

1 × A1521AA 
wall elbow, fl ush-mounted

total price £1234.86

Assemble your ideal system using our online confi gurator at 
www.idealstandard.co.uk/archimodule

Retail Price inc VAt (20%)
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½"
female
BSP

>150
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600

250 - 300

Ø15mm

½"
female
BSP

½"
female
BSP

instAllAtion

module liST 

1 × A1500nU 
built-in therMostAt unit 

3 × A1501nU 
built-in uniVersAl unit

1 × A1503nU 
mounting rail 600mm 

2 × A1504AA 
1 hole escutcheon 83 × 83mm 

1 × A1507AA 
4 hole escutcheon 83 × 332mm 

1 × A1508AA 
fl ow control, hand spray 

1 × A1509AA 
fl ow control, rainshower 

1 × A1512AA 
temperature control 

1 × A4109AA 
Idealfl ex shower hose 1.75m 

1 × A1519AA 
stick hand spray 

1 × B9443AA 
Idealrain rainshower 300mm 

1 × A1524AA 
wall connection 370mm 

1 × A1529AA 
shower rail 900mm with integrated 
wall elbow 

total price £2005.97

ShowerS 
Compact 

BAths
Compact

module liST 

1 × A1500nU 
built-in therMostAt unit

2 × A1501nU 
built-in uniVersAl unit 

1 × A1507AA 
4 hole escutcheon 83 × 332mm 

1 × A1511AA 
fl ow control, bath or basin 

1 × A1512AA 
temperature control

1 ×  A1514AA 
wall spout with integrated diverter 
(bath shower) 

1 × A3306AA 
Idealfl ex shower hose 1.25m 

1 × A1519AA 
stick hand spray 

1 × A1520AA 
wall bracket for hand spray 

total price £1150.55

System fl exibility   
the installations shown are intended as examples only. the modules 
can be assembled in any number of confi gurations to suit individual 
tastes and conditions.
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Assemble your ideal system using our online confi gurator at 
www.idealstandard.co.uk/archimodule

Retail Price inc VAt (20%)

600

2200
2100

1200
1000

689 (900)
Ø15mm

½"
female
BSP

½"
female
BSP
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1110

900

6001200
1000

Ø15mm

Ø15mm

½"
female
BSP

½"
female
BSP

instAllAtion

ShowerS 
Luxurious 

BAths 
Luxurious 

module liST 

1 × A1500nU 
built-in therMostAt unit 

3 × A1501nU 
built-in uniVersAl unit 

1 ×  A1504AA 
1 hole escutcheon 83 × 83mm 

1 × A1505AA 
2 hole escutcheon 83 × 166mm 

1 × A1506AA 
3 hole escutcheon 83 × 249mm 

1 × A1508AA 
fl ow control, hand spray 

1 × A1509AA 
fl ow control, rainshower 

1 × A1512AA 
temperature control 

1 × A4109AA 
Idealfl ex shower hose 1.75m 

1 × A1519AA 
stick hand spray 

1 × A1521AA 
wall elbow, fl ush-mounted 

1 × B9443AA 
Idealrain rainshower 300mm 

1 × A1530AA 
shower system (without rainshower)

total price £1983.07

System fl exibility   
the installations shown are intended as examples only. the modules 
can be assembled in any number of confi gurations to suit individual 
tastes and conditions.

module liST 

1 × A1500nU 
built-in therMostAt unit

4 × A1501nU 
built-in uniVersAl unit 

2 × A1506AA 
3 hole escutcheon 83 × 249mm 

1 × A1508AA 
fl ow control, hand spray 

1 × A1511AA 
fl ow control, bath or basin 

1 × A1512AA 
temperature control 

1 ×  A1513AA 
wall spout 

1 × A3306AA 
Idealfl ex shower hose 1.25m 

1 × A1519AA 
stick hand spray 

1 ×  A1520AA 
wall bracket for hand spray 

1 ×  A1521AA 
wall elbow, fl ush-mounted

total price £1511.91

Assemble your ideal system using our online confi gurator at 
www.idealstandard.co.uk/archimodule

Retail Price inc VAt (20%)
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250 - 300

600

Ø15mm
½"

female
BSP

½"
female
BSP

600

900

1110

1200
1000

Ø15mm

½"
female
BSP

½"
female
BSP

instAllAtion

ShowerS 
Individual 

BAths 
Individual 

module liST 

1 × A1500nU 
built-in therMostAt unit

1 × A1501nU 
built-in uniVersAl unit 

1 × A1503nU 
mounting rail 600mm 

2 × A1504AA 
1 hole escutcheon 83 × 83mm 

1 × A1505AA 
2 hole escutcheon 83 × 166mm 

1 × A1509AA 
fl ow control, rainshower 

1 × A1512AA 
temperature control 

1 × A4109AA 
Idealfl ex shower hose 1.75m 

1 × A1519AA 
stick hand spray 

1 × B9443AA 
Idealrain rainshower 300mm 

1 × A1531AA 
shower system with integrated 
diverter (without rainshower) 

total price £1714.34

System fl exibility   
the installations shown are intended as examples only. the modules 
can be assembled in any number of confi gurations to suit individual 
tastes and conditions.

module liST 

1 × A1500nU 
built-in therMostAt unit

2 ×  A1501nU 
built-in uniVersAl unit 

2 × A1505AA 
2 hole escutcheon 83 × 166mm 

1 ×  A1511AA 
fl ow control, bath or basin 

1 × A1512AA 
temperature control 

1 × A1514AA 
wall spout with integrated diverter 
(bath shower) 

1 × A3306AA 
Idealfl ex shower hose 1.25m 

1 × A1519AA 
stick hand spray 

1 × A1520AA 
wall bracket for hand spray

total price £1116.51

Assemble your ideal system using our online confi gurator at 
www.idealstandard.co.uk/archimodule

Retail Price inc VAt (20%)
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instAllAtion

WAshBAsIn  
Classic 

WAshBAsIn  
Elegant

module liST

3 × A1501nU 
built-in uniVersAl unit 

1 × A1503nU 
mounting rail 600mm 

3 × A1504AA 
1 hole escutcheon 83 × 83mm  

1 × A1522AA 
fl ow control, cold water (blue) 

1 × A1523AA 
fl ow control, hot water (red) 

1 × A1513AA 
wall spout 

total price £764.77

module liST 

1 × A1500nU 
built-in therMostAt unit 

1 × A1501nU 
built-in uniVersAl unit

1 × A1504AA 
1 hole escutcheon 83 × 83mm  

1 ×  A1505AA 
2 hole escutcheon 83 × 166mm 

1 ×  A1511AA 
fl ow control, bath or basin 

1 × A1512AA 
temperature control 

1 × A1513AA 
wall spout 

total price £802.44

System fl exibility   
the installations shown are intended as examples only. the modules 
can be assembled in any number of confi gurations to suit individual 
tastes and conditions.

Assemble your ideal system using our online confi gurator at 
www.idealstandard.co.uk/archimodule

Retail Price inc VAt (20%)
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SHOWER RAILIDEALRAIN RAINSHOWER    IDEALRAIN RAINSHOWER WALL CONNECTION 370mm CEILING CONNECTOR 150mm

A1524AA £151.67

  wall connection for shower head 
 1/2“ male 

  includes fi xing to universal unit  

  without escutcheon 

  chrome plated 

B9446AA £41.06 

   ceiling connector for shower 
head 1/2“ male 

  includes escutcheon 

  chrome plated 

SHOWER SYSTEM 

A1530AA £461.82

  includes fi xing to universal unit 

  water-bearing shower rail  

  with integrated wall elbow 

   with rotating slider

  connection for shower head 1/2“male 

  without escutcheons 

  chrome plated

with integrated automatic diverter: 

A1531AA £571.20 

600mm A1526AA £254.00

900mm A1528AA £267.37

  includes fi xing to universal unit  

   with rotating slider

  without escutcheons 

  chrome plated 

with integrated wall elbow 1/2“ male:

600mm A1527AA £314.00

900mm A1529AA £327.37

Ø 300mm B9443AA £294.94

Ø 200mm B9442AA £114.94 

  connecting thread 1/2“ male 

  with ball joint 

  pivots through 10° 

  anti-limescale 

  chrome plated 

300 × 300mm B9844AA £339.38

400 × 400mm B9845AA £458.47

  connecting thread 1/2“ female 

  with ball joint 

  pivots through 10° 

  anti-limescale

  chrome plated 

(without rainshower) 

Module oVerVieW 

34 modules, countless possibilities 

with integrated 
wall elbow 

with integrated
diverter  

Assemble your ideal system using our online confi gurator at 
www.idealstandard.co.uk/archimodule

Retail Price inc VAt (20%)

Ø200

56

A1533AA

½" male

Ø300

56

A1532AA

½" male

394

368

A1524AA

½" male

300 x 300

58
½" female

8

Ø24
Ø34

B9844AA

117

48

66

689

A1526AA

Ø48

117

48

66

689

48

A1527AA

½" 
male

Ø48

1110

117

48

66

417

900

A1530AA

Ø48

½" male

1110

117

48

66

417

900

69

48

Ø48

A1531AA

½" male

½" male

Ø55

170158

½" male

½" male

B9446AA

400 x 400

56

½" female

8

Ø24
Ø34

B9845AA
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STICK HAND SPRAY 

A1519AA £48.61 

   single-function 

  connecting thread 1/2“ male

  chrome plated 

WALL BRACKET FOR HAND SPRAY 

A1520AA £51.05

  includes fi xing to universal unit 

  without escutcheon 

  chrome plated  

WALL ELBOW 

A1521AA £84.00

  includes fi xing to universal unit 

  includes backfl ow preventer 

   DVGW approved as intrinsically safe 
[German technical and scientifi c
Association for Gas and Water] 

  connecting thread 1/2“ male 

  without escutcheon 

  chrome plated  

WALL SPOUT 

A1513AA £126.40

  includes fi xing to universal unit 

  cast spout, projection 190mm 

  with aerator 

  without escutcheon 

  chrome plated  

WALL SPOUT 

A1514AA £182.30

  includes fi xing to universal unit 

  cast spout, projection 190mm 

  with aerator 

  integrated automatic diverter 

   with backfl ow preventer at the 
shower outlet 

  without escutcheon 

  chrome plated  

IDEALFLEX SHOWER HOSE

1.25m A3306AA £30.00

  smooth metal effect 

  connecting thread 
 1/2“ female × 1/2“ female

  chrome plated

1.6m A3330AA £33.60

1.75m A4109AA £37.26

(with integrated diverter) 

Module oVerVieW 

Assemble your ideal system using our online confi gurator at 
www.idealstandard.co.uk/archimodule

Ø24

194

A1519AA

½" male

66

A1520AA

66

48

A1521AA

½" male

Retail Price inc VAt (20%)

190

13

A1513AA

190

73

57

13

½" male

A1514AA

½" female ½" female

A3306AA
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4 HOLE ESCUTCHEON 83 × 332mm

A1507AA £121.54 

1 HOLE ESCUTCHEON 83 × 83mm

A1504AA £35.24

  chrome plated metal

A1505AA £43.75 

  chrome plated metal

A1506AA £74.40 

  chrome plated metal 

FLOW CONTROL 

FLOW CONTROLS £66.00

HAND SPRAY A1508AA

RAINSHOWER  A1509AA

SIDE SPRAY   A1510AA

BATH OR BASIN  A1511AA

FLOW CONTROL HOT/COLD £60.80

COLD WATER (BLUE)  A1522AA

HOT WATER (RED)  A1523AA

  includes fi xing to universal unit  

  symbol for water outlet on collar   
 (except cold and hot) 

   ECO saving button  
(except cold and hot) 

  chrome plated  

2 HOLE ESCUTCHEON 83 × 166mm TEMPERATURE CONTROL

A1512AA £51.05

  includes fi xing to thermostat unit  

  red/blue marking on collar 

  ECO saving button 

  chrome plated  

3 HOLE ESCUTCHEON 83 × 249mm

  chrome plated metal
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MOUNTING RAIL 

600mm A1503NU £51.05

FIXING SET 
FOR MOUNTING RAIL  

A963713NU £39.97

  2 items 

BUILT-IN THERMOSTAT UNIT

A1500NU £360.00

   fl ush-mounted installation 

  for pre-installation before tiling 

   with plaster protective cover, fl ushing 
device, sealing felt 

  lateral stop cock 

  with backfl ow preventer 

   DVGW approved as intrinsically safe 
[German technical and scientifi c 
Association for Gas and Water] 

  includes mounting rail, 600mm

  high pressure (minimum 1 bar) 

ACCESSORIES BUILT-IN UNIVERSAL UNIT 

A1501NU £120.00

   fl ush mounted installation

  for pre-installation before tiling 

   with plaster protective cover, fl ushing 
device, sealing felt

  high pressure (minimum 1 bar)

Module oVerVieW 
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Guarantee 
Our confi dence in the quality and 
reliability of Ideal Standard products 
enables us to guarantee all mixers 
and taps for fi ve years from date of 
purchase. Parts are guaranteed for fi ve 
years and will be replaced if found to 
be faulty. The guarantee does not cover 
general wear and tear.

our guarantee covers all products that 
have been used in the manner they 
were intended, and does not apply to 
any products that have been misused 
or abused in any way. Products must 
be installed and cared for in line with 
our fi xing instructions and local water 
byelaws. The guarantee covers products 
in domestic use by the consumer and 
not in commercial or business use.

In the unlikely event the product 
fails within fi ve years, we offer a free 
replacement or replacement part [or 
nearest equivalent]. Liability is limited 
to individual products and does not 
cover consequential loss or damage on 
installations. Applies to uk and republic 
of Ireland only. This guarantee does not 
affect your statutory rights.

Ideal Standard pursues a policy of 
continuing improvement in design 
and performance of its products. 
The right is therefore reserved to 
vary specifi cations without notice. 
colour reproduction is as accurate 
as possible within the limitations of 
the printing process.

Ideal Standard (UK) Ltd P1638 07/12

A963724AA £57.17
1 hole escutcheon 100 × 100mm 
   for covering excessively large cut-outs 
in the wall 

  chrome plated

A963725AA £80.04
2 hole escutcheon 100 × 183mm 
   for covering excessively large cut-outs 
in the wall

  chrome plated

A963732AA £114.34
3 hole escutcheon 100 × 266mm 
  for covering excessively large cut-outs  

 in the wall
  chrome plated 

A963735AA £186.13
4 hole escutcheon 100 × 349mm 
   for covering excessively large cut-outs 
in the wall 

  chrome plated

A963746AA £102.90
spacer frame 1 hole escutcheon  
(83 × 83mm) 
   for fl ush-mounted kit installed too 
close to the surface 

   gives an extra depth of 10mm 
  chrome plated

A963765AA £114.34                    
spacer frame 2 hole escutcheon  
(83 × 166mm) 
   for fl ush-mounted kit installed too 
close to the surface 

  gives an extra depth of 10mm 
  chrome plated

A963766AA £125.77
spacer frame 3 hole escutcheon
(83 × 249mm) 
   for fl ush-mounted kit installed too 
close to the surface 

   gives an extra depth of 10mm 
  chrome plated

A963767AA £138.36
spacer frame 4 hole escutcheon 
(83 × 332mm)  
   for fl ush-mounted kit installed too 
close to the surface 

   gives an extra depth of 10mm 
  chrome plated

A963738NU £68.52
extension for fl ow control 15mm 
   for extending volume knob by 15mm 
  all items for the extension included 

A963739NU £68.52
extension for temperature 
control 15mm 
   for extending temperature knob by 15mm   
  all items for the extension included 

A860825AA £68.52
extension ring for shower rail 
(top fi xing)  
   chrome plated

A963723NU £80.04
Flushing device  
  for thermostat kit

A963713NU £39.97
Fixing set for mounting rail 
  set consisting of 2 mounting feet 
   for installation projecting from the wall: 
in pre-wall installation, prefabricated 
bathroom units or bathroom pods 

Assemble your ideal system using our online confi gurator at 
www.idealstandard.co.uk/archimodule

this brochure has been printed 
on paper from well managed 
forests, approved by the 
Forestry Stewardship Council, 
using vegetable inks. our printer 
holds iso 14001 and fsc 
environmental accreditations. 
Should you wish to dispose 
of your brochure, we kindly 
request that you recycle it.
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